YOUR SCALABLE GAS
DETECTION SOLUTION

EASY TO ADOPT, USE AND MANAGE
Whether you are looking for a simple personal gas detection device or area
monitor — or a facility-wide connected worker solution— Blackline Safety
has scalable products and services to meet any worksite requirement and
fit into any budget. And with minimal business interruption or change
management required to set up and use, you’ll get a cloud-connected
solution that is easy, affordable, and saves you time!

FLEXIBLE PURCHASE
OPTIONS

Direct-to cloud cellular connectivity—no Wi-Fi required
No additional infrastructure, IT or installation needed to implement

Choose from rent, lease,
own or blend to fit into any
OPEX or CAPEX budget

Streamlined administrative setup—configure thousands of devices under one admin profile
Intuitive hardware and software mean minimal training requirements
Easy access to real-time data to mitigate risk

CONNECTED SAFETY SOLUTIONS
PERSONAL GAS DETECTION
G7 Wearables with single gas, multi-gas, or
multi-gas pump.
Detect up to five gases in diffusion or pump mode

AREA GAS MONITORING

Deploy seamlessly with customizable devices
and software

G7 EXO portable area gas monitors are the hardestworking and most durable on the market.

Connect direct to cloud via cellular or satellite options
Display real-time visibility of your team and operations
Eliminate need for additional devices with optional
push-to-talk
Facilitate real-time alerts and emergency
response management

DID YOU KNOW?

Deploy in minutes to reduce hands-on time
Direct to cloud cellular connectivity—no wifi required
100+ days of battery life = less monitors required
Display real-time worksite visibility
Hold up in extreme conditions

Our G7 docking stations are the lowest cost on the market and eliminate
the need for manual checks on your fleet.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY, REAL-TIME SAFETY
Real-time awareness of your people and places empowers a
more effective response. Our G7 wearables and G7 EXO with their
unmatched connectivity and accurate location technology can
offer the ultimate visibility across worksites. And when paired
with 24/7 monitoring and real-time alerts, they can power high
performance emergency response and evacuation management
to ensure no worker is left behind.
Our Blackline Live web application and Blackline Analytics
software bring it all together, bringing the real-time information
you need to save lives now all while building a stronger safety
program for tomorrow.

BLACKLINE LIVE

BLACKLINE ANALYTICS

Customizable, cloud-hosted management platform

Automated reporting, empowered decision-making

Configures, monitors, and manages your connected safety
solutions—easily and systematically

Logs usage and compliance data from the moment
hardware is turned on

Eliminates need to manually compile and collect data,
application does the work for you

Creates 12 standard reports to record every bump test,
calibration, gas exposure and usage session

Facilitates live compliance visibility and reporting

Generates insights to better predict and prevent incidents
and enhance productivity

HARNESSING DATA,
TRANSFORMING PRODUCTIVITY
Deploying in minutes, right out of the box, from the moment our
products are turned on they generate data. Our powerful automated
reporting tools work behind the scenes to analyze the information
and generate insights to optimize your safety program. The result?
Better business decisions that help predict and prevent safety
incidents – and uncover efficiencies in your operations to
enhance productivity.

OPTIONAL ADD-ON SERVICES

+

24/7 live safety monitoring with real people and two-way
voice communication

+

Over 160+ billion data-points
have been collected and analysed
from the use of our devices. The
intelligence gleaned strengthens
the safety performance of industrial
workplaces around the world.

Push-To-Talk enabling ‘walkie-talkie’ type communication
between teams
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